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BACKGROUND. Conventional therapies for deep cutaneous
vascular anomalies have demonstrated poor efficacy and many
side effects. New laser systems offer greater potential to treat

these difficult lesions, but the lack of specific treatment
guidelines has restricted consistent success.

OBJECTIVE. To establish a rational, user-friendly algorithm that
incorporates basic components of deep vascular lesions to
define the correct laser settings required for safe, effective, and
reproducible treatment.

METHODS. Within 18 months, 162 deep vascular lesions of
various types and anatomic sites were evaluated for vessel size,

depth, color, and pressure. An algorithm incorporating these
characteristics was employed to determine laser parameter

settings. Using a high-peak power, long-pulse 1064-nm
Nd:YAG laser system, the vascular lesions were then treated.

RESULTS. Within 6 months of follow-up, 80% of treated areas

demonstrated a 50% or greater resolution after a single
treatment session, with complete clearance shown in 19%.
Only minimal and transient side effects were observed. Of note,

74% of areas on the extremities and 83% within the oral cavity
showed a 50% or greater resolution after one treatment.

CONCLUSION. Previously challenging deep cutaneous vascular

anomalies may be safely reduced or cleared with the use of an
appropriate laser system and this algorithm-directed technique.
This represents a significant breakthrough in the management

of vascular lesions.
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DEEP CUTANEOUS vascular lesions present difficult
management problems. Conventional therapies are
rarely effective and lead to significant side effects.
Laser photocoagulation is a promising modality that is
being used increasingly to treat these challenging
lesions. To date, however, results have been incon-
sistent and less than optimal.1,2

This article offers a sequential, step-by-step algo-
rithm for the safe, effective, and reproducible laser
treatment of various types of deep vascular lesions
from session to session. With the rational manipula-
tion of specific variables in a logical stepwise manner,
many challenging vascular lesions were successfully
treated, with clinical resolution achieved in many. By
using this simple treatment algorithm along with a
number of practical considerations, it will be possible
for laser surgeons to achieve higher rates of success
consistently in the treatment of difficult cutaneous
vascular lesions.

Methods

Equipment Used

A high peak power, long-pulse neodymium:yttrium-
aluminum-garnet (Nd:YAG) laser system (Altus Med-
ical, Burlingame, CA) was used. The laser has a
wavelength of 1.064 nm, a maximum peak power of
14,000 W, and pulse duration ranging from 0.1 ms to
300 ms. Maximum fluence that can be delivered by
this system is 300 J/cm2. Spot sizes are adjustable from
3 to 10 mm at the level of the handpiece. Epidermal
cooling is achieved with a self-contained, internal
cooling system that is administered to tissue by the
handpiece. In many deep vascular lesions, chromo-
phore absorption is so great that auxiliary artificial ice
cooling is mandatory both preoperatively and post-
operatively.

Patient Profile

Over the course of 18 months, 162 healthy male and
female patients with Fitzpatrick skin types I–IV,
ranging from 2 to 80 years of age (average, 41 years;
40 males and 122 females), were treated for deep
cutaneous vascular lesions. Each patient received
treatment for vascular anomalies on various anatomic
sites, defined as (1) the face and neck, (2) limbs, (3)
trunk, or (4) oral cavity. In some cases, treated lesions
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spanned across two anatomic sites. In these cases,
although treatment of the entire lesion may have
occurred, only one site was recorded for statistics,
namely that which contained the deeper or darker
components. By categorizing vascular lesions to be
treated, the predictability of response may be later
determined. Treated lesions were categorized as (1)
vascular tumors (e.g., hemangiomas), (2) vascular
malformations (mostly port-wine stains with nodular
components), and (3) ectasias, which were classified as
either small-caliber ectasias (e.g., telangiectasias) or
large-caliber ectasias (e.g., dilated leg and facial veins).
A vessel diameter of 2 mm or more was chosen to
differentiate large-caliber ectasias from small-caliber
ectasias. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the type and
anatomic distribution of treated vascular lesions.
Many patients had received prior treatment of their
vascular lesions, with less than satisfactory results.

Preoperative Considerations

Either a sample area or the entire lesion was treated.
Special effort was made to direct laser energy away from
vital structures such as the orbit of the eye. Each of the
162 deep vascular anomalies were assessed for the
characteristics of vessel size, depth, color, and pressure.
Using the laser treatment algorithm summarized in
Table 5, laser settings (pulse duration, spot size, and
fluence) were carefully selected according to the
sequential order of the protocol, incorporating the lesion
characteristics specified. In some cases, settings were
altered according to the results obtained from a test site.

Exposure Method

Intraoperative cooling was used between laser pulses
to provide epidermal protection from photothermal

damage and to increase patient comfort. When small
vessels were treated, the laser handpiece was used to
precool the area to be treated for at least 1 second.
Immediately following cooling, a single pulse of laser
energy was applied, followed by postcooling of the
area by holding the handpiece over the treated site for
at least 1 second. For small, red, or pink vessels treated
with a 3-mm spot size, two to three nonoverlapping
pulses were administered before postcooling.

For larger vessels or when using larger spot sizes,
auxiliary precooling and postcooling with frozen gel
packs was always employed with each pulse. The
handpiece was then moved to an adjacent, nonover-
lapping location on the lesion, and the same procedure
was repeated until completion. Many vascular lesions
are heterogenous, and parameters were altered de-
pending on vessel location, size, depth, and color
within any given area. The desired clinical endpoint
was constriction, darkening, or lightening of vessels. If
this was not observed at lower settings, fluence was
gradually increased by 5 to 10 J/cm2 at a time, or the
spot size was incrementally increased to attain greater
depth of penetration. In some instances, an increase in
spot size was accompanied by a decrease in fluence to
prevent overheating. Caution was taken to prevent
overlapping of laser spots, particularly in the treatment
of large vessels. Signs of epidermal damage, including
vesiculation or gray discoloration, were vigilantly
monitored. If such changes were detected, fluence,
spot size, or both were immediately reduced.

Postoperative Considerations

All patients were advised to expect some degree of
erythema, swelling, and rarely erosion after the
procedure. For larger leg veins, self-adhesive compres-
sion dressings were used up to 3 weeks postoperatively
to assist in reducing vessel recanalization. For lesions
where there were signs of postoperative erosion,
patients were instructed to apply mupirocin ointment
on a twice-daily basis for 1 week if any erosion was
seen and take analgesia in the form of acetaminophen
as required. They were seen again in follow-up 1 to 6
weeks postoperatively. Treatment was repeated in
some patients at an interval of 6 weeks or longer
between sessions, depending on the rate of clearance of
their lesions.

Results

All patients tolerated the procedure moderately well,
although discomfort was a limiting factor in select
instances. It was noted that involution progressed
more slowly in vessels of larger diameter and was not

Table 1. Type of Treated Vascular Lesions

Type of Vascular Lesion Number of Lesions

Vascular tumors 13 (8%)

Vascular malformations 61 (38%)

Small-caliber ectasias 42 (26%)

Large-caliber ectasias 46 (28%)

Table 2. Anatomic Distribution of Treated Vascular Lesions

Anatomic Site Number of Lesions

Face and neck 74 (46%)

Limbs 43 (27%)

Trunk 33 (20%)

Oral cavity 12 (7%)
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necessarily evident immediately during the initial
treatment session. Immediately after treatment, it
was common to observe an urticarial reaction asso-
ciated with the treated site. Swelling was self-limited
and resolution expedited with the application of a
midpotency topical corticosteroid (mometasone furo-
ate ointment). Portions of larger vascular lesions
sometimes darkened and hardened from focal throm-
bosis, evident some days, weeks, and rarely up to 5
months after treatment. This effectively resolved with
time. Rarely, transient side effects were observed,
namely postinflammatory hyperpigmentation, super-
ficial erosions, and crusting.

Within a 6-month period after one laser session,
efficacy was globally evaluated for any given treatment
area and categorized according to the percentage
resolution (Tables 3 and 4). Areas showing less than
50% resolution were placed in category I, whereas
those demonstrating between 51% and 99% resolu-
tion were placed in category II. Those areas that
cleared completely i.e., demonstrated 100% resolu-
tion) were placed in category III. It should be noted
that only treated areas were evaluated for laser efficacy
and not untreated areas of lesions. Excellent results
were achieved in nearly all of the patients treated,
many requiring only one treatment session. Of all
areas treated, 80% (129 of 162) demonstrated
category II and category III resolution, with 19% (31
of 162) showing complete clearance. Of special
significance, 74% (32 of 43) of treated areas on the
extremities and 83% (10 of 12) within the oral cavity
showed category II and category III resolution. In
contrast, prior experience with extremity lesions,

particularly leg veins, as well as intraoral vascular
anomalies, have been generally resistant, if not
recalcitrant to laser therapy.

Some patients had only partial clearing of their
vascular lesions and subsequently had two or more
treatment sessions to any given area. In these cases,
repeat sessions were performed, carefully adhering to
the same laser treatment algorithm and eventuating in
desirable results. These results are not reflected in
Tables 3 and 4, which represent results only after one
laser session. Frequent follow-up over a period of 3 to
24 months after treatment demonstrated few recur-
rences of treated vascular lesions.

In general, pale-colored lesions did not respond as
well as darker ones. Likewise, lesions on the nose also
did poorly, comprising most of category I for the face
and neck. It was noted that port-wine stains that had
nodular components responded better (demonstrating
category II or category III resolution) than their flat
counterparts, which showed mostly category I resolu-
tion, after one treatment session. All vascular tumors
showed category II resolution after one treatment.

Discussion

The effective treatment of deep vascular lesions of the
skin and mucosa is desirable but especially challen-
ging. These anomalies include (1) vascular tumors
(lesions that arise from endothelial hyperplasia) such
as hemangiomas, (2) vascular malformations (resulting
from an aberration in embryologic development but
exhibiting normal endothelial turnover) as in port-

Table 3. Efficacy Results After a Single Laser Session According to Lesion Typen

Type of Vascular Lesion Category I (Treated areas with 0%

to 49% resolution)

Category II (Treated areas with

50% to 99% resolution)

Category III (Treated areas with

100% resolution)

Vascular tumors 0 13 0

Vascular malformations 21 31 9

Small-caliber ectasias 6 25 11

Large-caliber ectasias 6 29 11

The results shown were noted within 6 postoperative months.

Table 4. Efficacy Results After a Single Laser Session According to Anatomic Siten

Anatomic Site Category I Category II Category III

(Treated Areas with 0%

to 49% Resolution)

(Treated Areas with 50%

to 99% Resolution)

(Treated Areas with

100% Resolution)

Face and neck 18 49 7

Limbs 11 24 8

Trunk 2 18 13

Oral cavity 2 7 3

The results shown were noted within 6 postoperative months.
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wine stains, and (3) ectasias (permanent dilation of
preexisting vessels) seen with small-vessel telangiecta-
sias and larger caliber facial or leg veins.3 These lesions
may be associated with significant morbidity with
accompanying problems such as pain and bleeding.
Depending on location, they may pose functional
difficulties in breathing, eating, speech, and move-
ment. As well, the unpleasant appearance of these
lesions may cause substantial psychological trauma.4

Although surgical resection with or without emboliza-
tion has been advocated for some deep vascular
lesions,5,6 several alternative therapeutic modalities
have also been attempted. These include electrocau-
tery,7 cryotherapy,8 sclerotherapy,9 radiation ther-
apy,10 and the use of medications such as
corticosteroids,11 intralesional interferon,12 and cyto-
toxic agents.13 Commonly, however, extensive and
diffuse vascular lesions are refractory to these thera-
pies, which may cause significant side effects.

The use of laser energy as a therapeutic option
offers a more conservative, yet effective approach in
the treatment of vascular lesions. The pulse dye laser
(PDL) has been used successfully in treating many
superficial vascular lesions but is less than ideal,
particularly for deeper lesions. Port-wine stains rarely
clear completely, and hypertrophic port-wine stains
and hemangiomas do not respond consistently.1

Multiple treatment sessions are necessary, and the
resultant purpura commonly lasts 10 days after
treatment, although newer systems shorten the period
of cosmetic disability. With the advent of lasers
capable of longer pulse durations and longer wave-
lengths,14 deeper and larger caliber vessels could be
treated more effectively with less treatment sessions
and less purpura. The 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser for
example is able to create a coagulation effect at a
depth of 5 to 6 mm15 and can therefore treat
moderately deep, large caliber vessels and feeding
reticular veins.16 Although earlier literature has shown
that the Nd:YAG laser can be effective in the treatment
of large or deep vascular lesions,2,16,17 total eradica-
tion has been rare and infrequently reproducible.2

There currently exists a lack of specific guidelines to
direct the laser surgeon to achieve safe and reprodu-
cible results in the treatment of particularly deep
vascular lesions. It has been shown that the Nd:YAG
laser can potentially clear these lesions, yet the results
have not been global. Using the algorithm described in
this report to select the parameters for using a high
peak power 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser for a variety of
deep vascular lesions, complete clinical resolution was
achieved in many lesions treated, with few side effects.
After an initial learning curve that directed the
development of the algorithm, adverse effects such as
scar formation and crusting were very rare. This

algorithm represents a safe, effective, and simple
guideline for laser surgeons to achieve consistent,
reproducible results. It incorporates many scientific
principles and practical considerations already used by
many laser surgeons and offers a sequential, step-by-
step, rational manipulation of individual variables that
should eventuate in greater therapeutic success. For
reproducibility, it is important to follow strictly the
preoperative and postoperative considerations, in
addition to the algorithm itself. To follow is an
explanation of this algorithm, and the rationale behind
its success.

The Algorithm

This algorithm incorporates many well-established
scientific principles, coupled with personal experience,
to produce a practical therapeutic schema. The skin is
a complex organ with many components. The goal of
the laser surgeon is to accomplish a microsurgery in
which the unwanted component is altered or removed
and the surrounding tissue is left essentially un-
touched.18 It is paramount that the sequence of
parameter selection to be manipulated be maintained,
as each setting relies on the constancy of the previous

Table 5. Algorithm for the Laser Treatment of Deep
Vascular Lesions

Wavelength constant at 1,064 nm

k

Pulse Duration

Increase with Decrease with

Large-diameter

vessels

Small-diameter

vessels

Higher vascular

volume

Lower vascular

volume

k

Spot Size

Increase with Decrease with

Deep vessels Superficial vessels

Large-diameter

vessels

Small-diameter

vessels

k

Fluence

Increase with Decrease with

Pink or red

vessels

Purple or blue

vessels

Small-diameter

vessels

Large-diameter

vessels

Deep vessels Superficial vessels

Small spot sizes Large spot sizes

High-pressure

vessels

Flaccid vessels
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parameter setting (Table 5). With the order of the
algorithm maintained, it is then crucial that the
amount of energy delivered to the tissue be controlled
and not be excessive. To this end, appropriate surface
cooling measures must be employed, particularly to
protect the overlying epidermis. If cooling is removed
from the protocol or is insufficient, inconsistent and
possibly adverse results may occur. When in doubt, we
recommended that a small test site be performed with
longer pulse durations, smaller spot sizes, and lower
fluences to minimize tissue damage.

Wavelength

The first variable, wavelength of the laser system, is the
only constant parameter in this algorithm (Table 5).
The choice of an appropriate wavelength is essential to
the effective treatment of vascular lesions. Oxyhemo-
globin contained in blood vessels has initial peaks of
absorption below 600 nm and a broad band of
absorption from 800 to 1,100 nm19 (Figure 1). The
high peak power, long-pulse 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser
system approximates this latter, broad peak in
oxyhemoglobin absorption. It also offers the necessary
capability to provide sufficient high peak power to
achieve deep vascular photocoagulation. Also, at
1,064 nm, the difference in absorption spectra between
melanin and oxyhemoglobin is greater than at the
initial absorption peaks (Figure 1), thus reducing
epidermal absorption of laser energy and the possibi-
lity of dyschromia, blistering, and crusting. In addi-
tion, the long wavelength of 1,064 nm provides deep
penetration into tissue, allowing for the treatment of
deeper and larger vascular malformations. With the
wavelength selected, the parameters of pulse duration,
spot size, and fluence must then be determined, based
on the characteristics of the lesion to be treated.
Heterogenous vascular lesions must be treated with
variable parameters in various locations dependent on
the components of the vascular lesion and how the
laser parameters best parallel these components. Post-
operative swelling and comfort considerations may
necessitate fractionation of therapy.

Pulse Duration

Pulse duration refers to the length of time that a pulse
of laser light is emitted. The main criterion in choosing
pulse duration is the size of the vessels to be treated.
The volume of individual vessels within a vascular
lesion determines this. Shorter pulse durations are best
for small diameter vessels, and longer pulse durations
are best for larger diameter vessels. For example, the
small telangiectasia shown in Figure 2 were treated
with a pulse duration of 20 ms, whereas the larger

Figure 1. Absorption of melanin and oxyhemoglobin as a function of
wavelength. Note that the Nd:YAG laser operates at 1064 nm, closely
approximating the latter, broad absorption peak of oxyhemoglobin.19

Figure 2. Small-caliber facial telangiectasia. Small-caliber, red, facial
telangiectasia shown (A) before and (B) 5 weeks after a single session
using the laser treatment algorithm. Laser settings were 20 ms, 7-mm
spot size, 100 J/cm2. Experience now would dictate using a smaller
spot size and higher fluence, such as 3 mm and 130 J/cm2 (magnifica-
tion �2).
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dilated vein shown in Figure 3 was treated with a pulse
duration of 45 ms. The laser operator must bear in
mind that pulse durations that are too short may cause
purpura from poor coagulation and vessel lysis.
Conversely, pulse durations that are too long can
create swelling from the accumulation of interstitial
fluid caused by excessive coagulation. Similarly,
stacking of pulses, rapid applications of adjacent
pulses, and high light intensity may cause excess
collateral thermal damage beyond the vasculature
itself. With the pulse duration chosen, it should then
remain constant during a given treatment session if a
vascular lesion is homogeneous.

Spot Size

Spot size refers to the diameter of a laser beam spot
and is usually controlled at the level of the laser
handpiece. In this algorithm, spot size selection is

based primarily on the tissue depth of the vessels to be
treated and to a lesser degree the size of the treated
lesion. When considering vessel depth, it is important
to consider the deepest part of the vessel and not its
closest distance from the epidermis. In general, smaller
spot sizes are best for superficial and smaller diameter
vessels. Larger spot sizes in the order of 7 to 10 mm
result in greater light penetration and are best for
treating deeper and larger vessels. Spot sizes that are
small result in greater scatter of laser energy and are
therefore not as effective in thermocoagulating large or
deep vessels. Spot sizes that are large scatter little light
and may deliver greater energy to the desired target,
resulting in more photocoagulation and swelling. One
should not underestimate the dramatic increase in
delivered energy to tissues upon increasing spot size.
When in doubt, smaller spot sizes are recommended,
with manipulation of the fluence to achieve the desired
energy at the target level.

Fluence

Fluence is the energy of laser light delivered per unit
area. This variable can most readily be manipulated
and is therefore the final consideration in the
algorithm. Selection of fluence is based mainly on
vessel color, but other determinants, including vessel
size, vessel depth, spot size setting, and vessel pressure,
are also of importance. Purple and blue vessels tend to
absorb light energy more than pink and red vessels and
therefore require less fluence. For example, the light
blue dilated vein in Figure 4 was treated with a fluence
of 130 J/cm2, whereas the dark purple cavernous
hemangioma in Figure 5 was treated with a lower
fluence of 60 J/cm2. To illustrate the importance of
vessel size and depth as determinants of fluence setting,
the cavernous vascular malformation in Figure 5 was
treated with less than half the fluence of the very large
and deep cavernous vascular malformation shown in
Figure 6, although they are of comparable color. To
thermocoagulate larger and deeper vessels, the delivery
of higher fluence and large spot sizes is often necessary
to enhance penetration into the dermis. Special care
must be taken to ensure that excessive fluence is not
employed for large spot sizes to prevent excessive
tissue damage.

It may initially seem counterintuitive in some
instances that one would increase fluence when small
vessels are treated with small spot sizes. Smaller
vessels, however, have less light absorbancy because
of the small amount of chromophore, and small spot
sizes are associated with greater light scatter, necessi-
tating a compensatory higher fluence (i.e., greater light
intensity). As well, vessels may vary in their intravas-
cular pressure depending on their anatomic site.

Figure 3. Large-caliber dilated leg vein. Large-caliber, violaceous,
dilated leg vein shown (A) before and (B) 3 months after a single
session. Laser settings were 45 ms, 7-mm spot size, 90 J/cm2

(magnification �2).
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Vessels under greater intravascular pressure, such as
on the nose or legs, require higher fluences to achieve
effective thermocoagulation than those with less
intravascular pressure.

A thorough understanding of these variables and
their manipulation is critical to successful and repro-
ducible treatment using the algorithm. Advanced
optical devices, such as those that employ polarized
lenses, may be used to visualize the treatment area
better and to improve therapeutic efficacy further. At
present, the specific laser settings remain somewhat
subjective, dependent on the operator’s judgment of
vessel size, depth, color, and pressure. It is conceivable
that technologies such as a photoacoustic probe20 and
other measuring devices, may improve the objectivity
of operators using the algorithm. Although the
experience presented in this report resulted from for
the use of our algorithm with the long-pulsed, high
peak power Nd:YAG laser system, it is possible that

Figure 4. Large-caliber dilated facial vein. Large-caliber, light blue,
dilated facial vein shown (A) before and (B) 2 months after a single
session. Laser settings were 35 ms, 7-mm spot size, 130 J/cm2

(magnification �2).

Figure 5. Vascular malformation of labial mucosa. Purple, deep
vascular malformation shown (A) before and (B) 6 weeks after a
single session. Laser settings were 35 ms, 7-mm spot size, 60 J/cm2.

Figure 6. Vascular malformation of the tongue. Purple, deep, nodular
and extensive malformation shown (A) before and (B) 3 months after
four fractionated sessions. Laser settings were 35 ms, 7-mm spot size,
130 J/cm2. At no time was any given area treated more than once.
Fractionated sessions were employed to minimize thermal damage and
swelling. Tongue distortion is related to prior scalpel debulking surgery.
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other laser devices may also demonstrate success by
using the algorithm with different techniques and
settings.

Conclusion

By strictly adhering to the method and sequence of this
algorithm, many deep vascular lesions were success-
fully treated with minimal complications using the
long-pulsed, high peak power Nd:YAG laser. This
simple approach is a systematic, sequential protocol
that is designed to treat challenging vascular mal-
formations in a safe, effective, and reproducible
manner.
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